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INTRODUCTION TO INDIE OUTDOORS
Indie Outdoors is run by Indie Lyndale and Theo Young and has been in operation since 2003. Prior to that Indie
Lyndale ran Encounter Outdoors and Discover the Pyrenees for 10 years.
Indie Outdoors runs school activity weeks in the UK, a children's holiday camp in Devon during the summer holidays,
first aid courses for individuals and groups, DofE Expeditions in the UK and Europe and snowshoeing holidays in the
Alps in winter.
Indie Outdoors is registered with AALS to provide the following outdoor activities for under 18 year olds: rock
climbing, abseiling, hill walking and mountain walking, off road cycling, caving, gorge scrambling, improvised raft
building and sea level traversing.
Indie Outdoors is an Approved Activity Provider for the DofE registered to provide training and assessment for the
Expedition section to Bronze, Silver and Gold participants.
Indie Outdoors is insured by Jardine Lloyd Thompson to the sum of £10,000,000 employer's liability and £5,000,000
public liability (see appendices).

INDIE LYNDALE
Indie is an International Mountain Leader and was the
president of the British Association of International
Mountain Leaders between 2003 and 2006. She was a
trainer and assessor of International Mountain Leaders in
the Pyrenees and Alps for several years. She also has a BSc
in Geography and Geology, a PGCE in secondary education
and a Masters in Education.
Indie lives each winter in Morzine in the French Alps taking
clients on guided snow shoe walks.

THEO YOUNG
Is a Mountain Leader and currently a medical student training in London. He has spent most of the last ten years
working with Indie at Indie Outdoors in the UK and abroad. He has many years experience of walking in Devon, North
Wales, the Lakes, Pyrenees and Alps and is a keen skier and mountaineer.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE PYRÉNÉES-ORIENTALES
The eastern end of the French Pyrenees is known as the Pyrénées-Orientales and stretches from Perpignan on the
Mediterranean coast to Andorra in the heights of the Pyrenees. It is characterised by steep sided valleys clad in pine
trees, vast underground caverns and little fortified villages. It is dominated by the Pic de Canigou at 2,786m and is
both a beautiful and dramatic place to walk.

CLIMATE
The Pyrénées-Orientales has a Mediterranean climate so it tends to be sunny and quite hot in July and August, the
prevailing wind comes from the NW and is known as the Tramontane, it brings strong winds but beautiful blue skies.
Afternoon storms are common in the summer but tend to be short lived. High mountain climates can be extreme in
their weather patterns, ie, very hot, very windy, big storms, torrential rains. walkers must always be aware of the
weather forecast so that they are prepared and ready to change routes if necessary. The weather can equally be very
calm and settled for long periods of time and the Pyrénées-Orientales is renowned for this.
The temperature is generally in the mid to high twenties particularly as we will be above 1000m for most of the
expedition. It is very dry so the heat is very rarely humid and oppressive. Sun screens of factor 30 are a necessity.
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GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY
We will be walking above 1600m for the entirety of
the expedition on an upland plateau surrounded by
higher mountains. The peaks are granite flanked by
limestone which explains the numerous large caves
in the area. The population is spread out over many
small farming villages with fruit farming and
vineyards. Tourism is important but without the
numbers of people found in the Alps. This gives the
Pyrenees a remoter and wilder feel and many walks
are both less well trodden and sign-posted.
Streams and small rivers are numerous and many of
the smaller ones will dry up entirely in the summer. It is not advised to drink un-boiled water from streams except in
an emergency. There are many lakes ('estany' in the local Catalan dialect) which are crystal clear and fed by melting
snows. You will spend some time walking near a large artificial one called Lac des Bouillouses created to feed a
hydroelectric plant.

FLORA AND FAUNA
The higher areas which you will spend half your time
walking in are dominated by black pines but lower down
you will find a variety of trees and other vegetation.
Throughout June, July and August there is a truly
impressive display of wild flowers many of which show
clear adaptations to higher altitudes, poor soil and high
altitudes. They would make an interesting project (hint,
hint) and can be found growing all the way to the peaks
of the mountains.
Insects can be annoying especially when camping near
waterways and there are several mosquito species around but they bite only for a few hours each evening. Insect
repellent certainly helps and anti-histamine cream will reduce itching massively.
You won't see many wild animals as they tend to hide away from people but if you are lucky there are ibex, chamois,
marmottes and griffon vultures to be seen. There are also non-wild but free roaming herds of cows and horses.

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
The region you will be walking in is known as the Pyrenees Orientales, it was originally part of Catalonia, Spain. Many
people still consider themselves Catalonians and speak both French and Catalan. If you have a go at speaking to
people in French you will notice a strong accent which sounds Spanish. It was captured by France in the 18th century
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and changed hands a few more times in the years following but has been French since 1793. Interestingly most of it
was once part of the Kingdom of Majorca...

NATIONAL PARK, GRANDE SITE AND WILD CAMPING
The French Pyrenees is a national park and the area we are walking in around Pic de Canigou is a Grande Site de
France giving its natural environment extra protection. This is obviously great news for us as it preserves many of the
natural features of the environment for our enjoyment. It also places strong duties on us to help protect and preserve
it.
Rubbish

It goes without saying that all rubbish must be taken with you and you will only encounter a few bins along your
journey so you might have to carry rubbish for a day or more.
Fires

You cannot light fires anywhere and near the Lac de Bouillouses you can't even use camping stoves unless you are on
the concrete car park. One night of your expedition you will therefore not be able to use your trangia to heat food so
must be prepared to eat cold food on one night, perhaps having a hot meal at lunch time instead.
Bivouacking (Fr. bivouacer)

What the French mean by bivouacking is that you are as discreet as possible and essentially pretend you aren't
camping at all. You're supposed to only have your tent up between 1900 and 0700 and not leave any sign that you
were camping when you set off in the morning. However the French tend to be rather blasé about their own rules
and if you are in a very remote area with absolutely no one else around it is acceptable to erect your tent before 1900
especially if the weather is bad.
How to Shit in the Woods

If there is no toilet at your campsite (there is one night where you will be quite far from the nearest toilet) you must
follow the following procedure for burying your faeces:
1. Dig a hole 6" deep
2. Do your business in the hole
3. Place used toilet paper in the hole (actually this isn't ideal and in theory you should either burn it (impossible
due to the restriction on fires) or take it with you in a plastic bag (I suspect many of you would not like this
idea)
4. Bury everything as well as you can then cover with a stone to prevent it being dug up by animals
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THE ROUTE
A circular route in the Capcir region of the Pyrénées-Orientales from near Mont-Louis to Lac des Bouillouses and
returning to Mont-Louis via the Foret de Barres and the Foret Domaniale de Fontpedrouse. It takes in lakes,
mountains, rivers and valleys and exposes the walker to various altitudes and their associated flora. The entire walk
takes place above 1600m.
The instructions given below may seem fairly detailed but there are safety considerations which lead us to making
certain parts of the route compulsory. There is still lots of scope for variation; all of the detail of the route will need to
be decided on by the group; you still need to complete route cards, plan escape routes and an adverse weather
route; and you need to decide upon an aim which may influence your route and what you do along the way
considerably.

FRENCH GRID REFERENCES
Gridlines that run North - South (northings) have a 3 digit reference and those that run East - West (eastings) have a
four figure reference. We have written the single digit which represents where within that grid square the location is
found after a dash (-) to avoid confusion. E.g. the grid square containing the start of day one is to the right of the
northing 425 and above easting 4707 and the Pla de Barrès campsite is 8/10 between 425 and 426 and 7/10 between
4707 and 4708 so we have written it 425-8 4707-7.

EXPED DAY 1
1. Start at Campsite Pla de Barres (425-8
4707-7) walk out of campsite in a
North westerly direction crossing the
river then picking up the GR10 (Grand
Randonee) to the hut at Estany de
Pradella 9.5km.
2. Follow trail to the information point at
La Bolloseta, 2 km.
3. Follow the trail in North westerly
direction to the Abri (shelter) at
Estany Sec (415-2 4713-2). Wild camp.
Escape routes – depending on position
either retreat back to campsite or Chalet
refuge de Bouillouses or join the road
which parallels GR10.

EXPED DAY 2
1. Create a route exploring the lakes near the camp and/or Lac de Bouillouses to semi-wild camp near Chalet
refuge des Bouillouses (418-2 4712-3).
Escape routes –Retreat back to Chalet refuge de Bouillouses.
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EXPED DAY 3
1. Pick up the GR trail 'route de pays du
Tour de Capcir' and follow route to
Campsite Pla de Barrès (425-8 47077). Camp here.
Escape routes-Depending on location
either retreat back to Chalet refuge de
Bouillouses or Camping Pla de Barres. In
the middle of the route take the track
down to the parking point centre de la
vacances or if further along route, join the
road at Jaca dien Caver.

EXPED DAY 4
1. Follow river Tet in a south easterly direction for 2km to pick up trail Balcon de la Tet.
2. Follow it to Llagonne, 2km.
3. Pick up trail going south, Chemin
Vauban, following it to the village of
Sauto, 4km.
4. Pick up the trail going in a south
westerly direction towards La
Cabanasse, 4km.
5. Finish the expedition at Mont Louis.
Escape routes- at any point retrace route
by the shortest way back to the road.

ADVERSE WEATHER ROUTE
We have an adverse weather route plan in
the case of consistent storms or flooding.
This will use Map Cartes IGN Massif Du Canigou 2349 ET 1:25,000 and is at lower altitude than the main route.
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ROUTE PLANNING
We suggest you use visorando.com to plan your route. It allows you to add routes to an electronic version of the IGN
maps which you will be using during your walk and share them with us. We can then suggest changes if necessary and
these can be made easily. If you have ever used the My Maps function of bing maps this is very similar.
1

Go to visorando.com

2

(Say yes to Google translate if you like). Then
click 'logiciel de randonee' (hiking software)
under the Outils Visorando (Visorando Tools)
menu.

3

Click on the highlighted text
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4

Zoom in towards the Eastern end of the
Pyrenees aiming somewhere just East of Andorra

5

Zoom in towards Mont-Louis situated between
Perpignan and Andorra

6

Find Mont-Louis and then Pla de Barrès just
North West of it with the campsite symbol. This
is the start of your expedition

7

Click 'Créer' (or its English equivalence if you
accepted Google translate)
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8

Click on the map to start your route then keep
clicking to plan out your route. Use the arrow
keys to move the map around whilst you plan.

9

Make a separate route for each day of your
expedition and to finish each one click
'Enregister' or 'Save'.
It will say 'J'ai termine mon trace'.
Click ok.

10 Then it will say 'You must register with Visorando
to save your route'.
Click ok

11 Fill in your registration details.
Only username and password required
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12 Highlight and copy everything in the top box.

13 Paste it into a notepad or textpad document.
Save and email it to us.
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ITINERARY
DAY 1
You will be picked up from Perpignan Airport or train station. Drive to campsite (approx 1 hour) Camping Pla des
Barres.
Settle in with BBQ that evening provided by Indie Outdoors.

DAY2
Acclimatisation day, talk about the expedition, weather, kit.
Visit local supermarket at Prades to buy provisions. Half day walk in the local area.

DAY 3-6 (EXPED DAYS 1-4)
Drive from Pla des Barres to start of expedition. Set off on expedition which involves two wild camps. The expedition
finishes at Mont Louis. Drive Camping L’Eau Vivre for celebration BBQ and final evening in lovely campsite with
swimming pool

DAY 7
Choice 1: Jeep ride up Pic Du Canigou (6784m) to refuge
then 4 hourguided walk to summit.
Choice 2: Guided walk around the Carança Gorge (5 hours)
followed by thevisit to thermal baths at Saint Thomas-LesBains.

DAY 8
Drive back to airport/train station.
Photo taken out of the rear window of the jeep on the
way down from Canigou
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ROUTE FINDING
When following a mountain route you use your map to work out where you are going, however you have to be able
to translate this information onto the ground around you. This is easy when
paths are wide and well –trodden, but in the mountains paths often
deteriorate and become difficult to follow. Path finding is a skill, you have to
look for the signs around you such as worn ground, compressed vegetation
but even that gives you problems as compressed vegetation could be due to
animals.
Fellow walkers help by leaving cairns, piles of stones situated in strategic
places along the paths these can vary from a couple of stones to large plies
the can be seen a kilometre away.
Another method of helping walkers to stay on the right path, which is
extensively used in European countries is to paint way markers along the
route. In France there are a number of major long distance paths called GR
routes, this stands for Grande Randonnée although these GR routes are also
found in Switzerland, Germany, Holland, Spain and Belgium. In France alone,
the trails cover approximately 60,000 kilometres (37,000 mi). In the Pyrenees
there are 2 GR routes the GR10 and the GR11, you will follow parts of the GR
Local route waymarker
10 on the expedition.
Local short distance routes are marked with a single yellow stripe,
local long distance routes with names such as the Tour du Capcir
have a yellow and red double stripe and national routes such as
the GR11 have a red and white double stripe. These waymarkers
appear regularly along the route, especially at places like forks or
crossroads. These route markers are very useful and in more
remote areas can be life savers.
When the trail takes a sharp turn to the left or right the
waymarkers are painted at a right angle and when the trail looks
like it goes a certain way but it in fact goes a different way the
stripes are painted as a cross to indicate that you should not go
Local route waymarker indicating a sharp
that way.
turn to the left
Local short distance, long distance and national routes may
overlap in certain sections and so both sets of waymarkers will be painted.
Note waymarkers tend to disappear to be replaced by cairns at high altitudes.
The footpaths are drawn in red on the IGN maps and these are the GR routes, they are usually fairly easy to follow.
Be very careful following footpaths which are black dashes, they are footpaths but often dwindle to nothing and are
very difficult to follow, they are best avoided.
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A local and national waymarker

A local and national 'not this way'
marker

National (GR) route waymarker

AIMS
•
•
•
•
•

•

Lakes- because of the geology the region is dotted with lakes large and small which give the area its
character
Language-this is a very interesting area in terms of language as the region was once part of Spain and spoke
its own dialect of Catalan, it was then taken over by France.
History- the region has a rich history it was Spanish until the 18 century and then got taken over by France
Geology-the mountains of the Pyrenees are very old and there are many different rock types giving a very
varied scenery.
Land Utilisation- the main land use is tourism in the high Pyrenees, further down the valley’s vineyards and
fruit farms are dominant. Evidence of early farming can be seen everywhere with the steep mountain sides
covered in man -made terraces to aid the growing of crops.
Flora and Fauna- the flowers are so abundant and varied this would be your opportunity to extend your
knowledge in this area. There are many animals but they are not so easy to see!

SAFETY
•
•
•

Avoid drinking water from streams, lakes and rivers. If forced to collect from fast flowing streams and boil
before drinking if possible.
Avoid crossing streams or rivers at all costs. If you can step over a stream or the water does not come above
your ankles then it is generally safe.
When crossing steep sections with loose rocks ensure there is no-one walking directly below you. You may
need to wait to ensure this.

EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
Most emergencies can be prevented from getting worse by following the procedure below. This includes injuries,
anaphylaxis, hyperthermia, heat stroke, thunder storms and getting lost etc.
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1. Move to a safe area. Don't go far and if someone can't walk it's probably best to stay where you are.
2. Set up camp. This is quickest and easiest if each individual has a predefined rôle (e.g. tent, stove, looking after
injured participant).
3. Attend to injured participant.
4. Contact supervisor on their mobile if possible or phone 112 immediately if you consider it very urgent that
you get medical attention, then phone your supervisor.
5. If unable to contact your supervisor remain where you are for emergency services to arrive if you have
phoned them or just for your supervisor to turn up if you have not.
6. Your supervisor will have instructions to find you where they predict you will be on the route if you are out of
their sight and do not show up when they expect you to. However they are also instructed to provide 'near'
supervision during the entire expedition so they should not be far away.

KIT LIST
PERSONAL KIT
Map, compass, watch, head torch, first aid kit, whistle, notebook and pen/pencil, waterproof jacket, water bottle,
extra warm clothing, bivvy bag/large poly bag, waterproof trousers, emergency food rations, matches, large rucksack,
strong plastic bags, sleeping bag, sleeping mat, small sum of money, plate/bowl, mug, soap and towel (small), tooth
brush and toothpaste,toilet paper, camera, boots, socks, t -shirts, sleeping clothes, sweater/fleece, trousers.

NON-EXPEDITION KIT
EHC (European Health Card), personal or group travel insurance to include 'rescue' but not 'search and rescue',
passport, Speedo style swimming trunks for boys (you cannot go swimming in swimming pools in France wearing
shorts) and swimming costumes for girls.

GROUP KIT
Tent(s), stove, fuel, matches, cooking pots, soap pads or sponge with abrasive pad, washing up liquid, tea towel,
water container, food for main meals, trowel, route card(s), map cases, plastic bags (for rubbish).
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